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Maison en pierre séche, Figeac, south-west France
By Andrew and Karin Miller, DSWAA members, Victoria

DSWAA Secretary Andrew Miller sitting in front of a relatively recent borrie (shepherd's hut) near Figeac in south-west France

I recall commenting in a previous issue of The Flag Stone,
‘Isn’t it exciting to come across dry stone wall constructions in
places where we might be least expecting them?’ Well, let me
share another experience. In October last year we had the
opportunity to return to France after many a year! Karin
worked and studied there for a couple of years and we were
well past our ‘return date’.
Paris was a leisurely couple of weeks and then rural France
for five. Delicious food, wine, art, culture and ‘brocantes’
(second-hand dealers) – but there was more: wandering the

back roads near Figeac we happened upon some of the
most fabulous dry stone wall structures – walls, shelters and
gateways. I’ll save the walls and gateways for another issue
of the The Flag Stone and share some thoughts on the
shelters here.
Maison en pierre séche translates as dry stone house or
shelter. Elsewhere they are often referred to as a ‘borrie’. The
word borrie means ‘ox-stable’ in Provencal (the old French
language) since they were used as a shelter by shepherds.
Others of our readership who have had the good fortune to
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visit a ‘borrie’, may understand my delight at this chance
encounter. Although not part of our visit, there is a
preserved walled village of about 20 borries near Gordes in
Provence dating back to the Bronze Age, and used until the
eighteenth century.
The first borrie we came across was adjacent to a recent
road upgrade and associated deviation. The structure and the
adjacent dry stone walls were built in the past 10 years or so
to compensate for the loss of part of a wall when the road
deviation took place. The owner of a café in a nearby village
was happy to talk with us (over an espresso of course!) about
the structure and commented that a local farmer was
responsible for the construction of the lengthy wall and
borrie. Apparently the farmer is one of the few people skilled
in the craft of building and repairing borries.
The café owner provided us with directions to a few other
much older borries in the district and we marvelled at their
construction and internal basic features. They were all circular
in plan, with wall and conical roof in dry stone construction.
The stone was coarsely ‘worked’ (that is, not field stone).
There was one doorway opening, with evidence of past door
furniture (that is, hinges and latch). Ventilation was via two or
three small narrow vertical openings in the walls and a small
opening at the top of the conical roof. The internal walls
often incorporated a small seat. Some of the borries appeared
to be still used by stock, maybe in inclement weather but the
need for providing the shelter to shepherds has long gone.
All of the borries added so much to the aesthetic, heritage
and cultural value of the rural landscape. They had clearly
served their role as a shelter in the agricultural landscape and
now were a significant marker of much earlier land use. If I
had the stone, let alone the skill there would be a borrie at the
bottom of my garden, not for a shepherd but maybe my
garden tools!
By googling maison en pierre séche you will find some
interesting reading on the history and the building of dry
stone shelters. Of course these are mostly in French, however
some have a ‘translate’ button if you require.

Walls and borrie near Rocamadour, France

Dry stone detail in doorway of borrie

Very old borrie in rural landscape
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Inclusion of seat in the internal wall of old borrie

NSW: gold mining water race, Windeyer
Patsy Moppett, DSWAA member, NSW
I came across this amazing piece of walling in a recent project I
have been working on at Windeyer, New South Wales (NSW).
Windeyer is some 37 km south-west of Mudgee, in the middle
of the original Wellington Goldfields area. The site lies on
private land within the Meroo Creek valley. The wall is the
Chinese Gold Mining Water Race on the north side of the
Meroo Creek, surrounded by its associated goldfield diggings,
and is listed on the NSW State Heritage Register.
Gold was found in the farming district of Windeyer and
Hargraves towards the end of 1851, when the area changed
dramatically. The Meroo Creek to the east of Hargraves was
extensively worked from 1850 to 1900, and then again in the
1930s. Gold was found along most of its course. The famous
‘Maitland Bar’ nugget was found here in 1887. From 1852 to
1862, as well as numerous Chinese tent villages, there were six
main settlements (tent towns) established in the Windeyer area
– Deep Crossing, Richardson’s Point, Pure Point, Devil’s Hole,
Married Mans and Spicer’s Crossing, and were located on the
Meroo Creek and its tributaries (see map). Richardson’s Point
was renamed Windeyer in 1859, and was sometimes known as
‘Keppie’s Town’, after a local innkeeper. The Meroo was one of
the richest gold-bearing streams ever discovered, and resulted in
the Meroo area being one of the largest and most productive
goldfields in NSW. Clarkes Creek (Devil’s Hole) and Long
Creek (Pure Point) were large alluvial areas around Windeyer.
The Eaglehawk mine was located at Clarkes Creek and was still
operating as a working reef in 1989.
The Chinese diggers made their way to the Windeyer area
within a couple of years of the discovery of gold. Although
tensions between the Europeans and the Chinese were strained
and resulted in riots in 1854, the Chinese were known to have
been hard workers. Most of them were alluvial miners living in
tent villages and humpies along the creeks.
The Chinese have been credited with the construction of the
first water races built in the area, although it is known that
others were constructed by the Europeans, once they learnt the
technique. At the settlement of Deep Crossing the State-listed
Gold Mining Water Race was constructed around 1855–65 by a
party of 12 Chinese diggers, north of the Meroo Creek. The
Race is still evident today and is remarkably intact, and includes
an abandoned diggings area. In the vicinity of the wall and to
the south of the Meroo Creek at Deep Crossing are the
remains of two other gold diggings areas, characterised by
mullock heaps along draining lines which flow from the south
into the creek, and the remains of dwellings and gardens. The
unnamed creek, which runs to the south through the settlement
area, also features a water race, although not as spectacular as
the other.
The State-listed Water Race is a dry stone wall which follows
the Meroo Creek for about 350 m and ranges in height from a
few stones to 3.6 m, with much of it being more than 1.8 m
high. Landslip has disturbed the wall in some places and
blackberry infestation covers the wall in various areas. The wall
was constructed as a water race, which directed water through
uphill diggings from a higher water supply to enable washing of
gravel to expose the alluvial gold. Elsewhere in the area, races
were channels dug around a hill, and sometimes the race was
constructed of timber.

This race comprises impressive stone walls interspersed with a
continuous channel race dug into the hillside. The diggings area
on the river bend is evidenced today by numerous deep roundhole diggings, the remains of a possible dwelling, small retaining
walls and mounds of tailings.
There are also considerable additional constructions associated
with this site, a second wall in the central section, diggings across
the creek, and the upper reaches of the race where the water
was dammed and redirected from the creek.
The conservation of the site in such pristine condition
would appear to be linked to its isolated location, and a lack
of development in the area, which might have affected its
stability and integrity.
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Map courtesy of Barbara Hickson, Architect and Heritage Consultant

DSWAA field trips for 2011
By Andrew Miller, Secretary DSWAA
The DSWAA Committee will be meeting during February
2011 to consider, among other business, the field trips for
2011. Information is currently being assembled to take to
the Committee on the following two possibilities. Feedback
on these proposals is welcomed from the DSWAA
membership and readers. Feedback can be forwarded to
aksdmiller@bigpond.com
1. Exhibition at the Art Gallery of Ballarat
Many of you will know how important the Stony Rises
landscape is in the geological, cultural and heritage
contexts. As such, the landscape has been the catalyst for a
very exciting exhibition which is coming to the Art Gallery
of Ballarat in early April this year.
The exhibition, entitled ‘The Stony Rises Project’ brings
together artisans, curators and art historians from a range
of disciplines including sculpture, ceramics, media arts,
literature and landscape architecture to respond to the
Stony Rises landscape in the south west of Victoria. The
artisans include Barbara Campbell, Leslie Duxbury, Ruth
Johnstone, Gini Lee, Marion Manifold, Elizabeth Newman,
Polexina Papapetrou, Laurene Vaughan, Kit Wise, and Vicki
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Couzens. Curators are Lisa Byrne, Professor Harriet
Edquist and Dr Laurene Vaughan.
A highly engaging publication, Designing Place – an
Archaeology of the Western District accompanies the
exhibition. The publication is dedicated to the late Josie
Black OAM, founding member of the DSWAA. The Stony
Rises and its community were an important part of the
Corangamite Dry Stone Walls Conservation Project back in
the 1990s.
In summary, it is an exhibition not to be missed and the
DSWAA committee will consider, at its February meeting,
making this exhibition part of the 2011 calendar. We will
keep you posted.
2. Construction of dry stone walls near Camperdown
On the grapevine – there is some very interesting new dry
stone wall construction happening quietly near
Camperdown and one project with high potential to start –
here is another possible field trip for the first half of 2011.
Nothing better than seeing and hearing from the craftsmen!
Once again we will keep you posted after the February
Committee meeting.

Victoria: construction of dry stone rabbit walls
at Stonyford during the 1880s
By Rob Wuchatsch, DSWAA member, Victoria

The well-constructed rabbit wall at Stonyford showing the netting along the top to deter rabbits from jumping over it – now held down by coping stones whereas, originally,
it would have been sticking out at an angle of 45 degrees

On 18 February 1892 the New Zealand newspaper Otago
Witness carried an article about dry stone walls taken from
the Western Victorian newspaper Hamilton Tribune. The
article was based on an interview with James Watson, then
manager of the Stonyford Estate and rabbit factory,
which was owned by his son-in-law, Robert Inglis.
The remarkable activity and cunning of the rabbits in
getting over or through the fences built for excluding them
from the pastures in Victoria is illustrated by an
experiment made by Messrs Watson and Inglis, of
Stonyford Estate. When the firm purchased the estate some
years ago the whole of the 13,000 acres contained in it was
literally given over to the destructive vermin. Trapping was
tried in conjunction with rooting out the ferns and
clearing off the stones, but was unattended with success,
and the partners then determined to fence the property
with a rabbit-proof wall, and kill the rabbits inside the
paddocks. A stone wall 5 ft 6 in high from the surface of
the ground, and sunk 18 in into the soil, with a board
projecting outwards 6 in from the top, was erected at a
cost of £265 a mile. The stones were so closely fitted a

mouse could not have penetrated the wall, and yet when
the whole of the rabbits had been cleared off and the grass
was growing in the paddocks, the starving animals
managed to get over the fence from the outside. Finding
that the wall was practically useless, the owners pulled
down a portion of it and erected a wire netting over the
top 2 ft 6 in high. Once more the paddocks were cleared,
and again the rabbits got in from the outside.
An examination proved that the clever little animals ran
up the face of the wall and then climbed the netting,
using the wires of the mesh for steps and so dropped into
the good grass on the inside. Mr Watson stated that this
fence clearly proved that what is known as ‘Government
netting’ is a distinct failure when erected as a
perpendicular fence. Not to be beaten the enterprising
land-owners pulled down the fence a second time and
rebuilt it, slanting outwards, with the wire netting at an
angle of nearly 45 deg, and at last the rabbits are baffled,
for they cannot climb the leaning wire and a thoroughly
rabbit-proof fence has been made, after an experiment
costing over £3,000.
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President’s Message
Jim Holdsworth

Greetings!
The construction of a wall or sculpture using the dry stone
method is one that requires at least some level of skill. This
newsletter frequently features photos of dry stone structures
which have been built by unskilled people, who picked up the
rudiments of the technique as an ancillary aspect of their
lifestyle or occupation. Other photos have shown the artistic
side of the intricacies of what is undoubtedly a well-honed
and precise craft.
The raw beauty of a herder-built cattle yard in the remote
mountainous landscapes of the Himalaya can be contrasted
with the elegance of an evocative stone sculpture by an
international artist like Andy Goldsworthy in a wooded
parkland setting in New York State.
Whether learned from forebears in a rural community or
learned as part of a qualification course conducted by our
kindred organisation, the Dry Stone Walling Association
(UK), a certain level of innate connection with the sole
material is necessary to achieve a successful outcome.
People wanting to undertake any dry stone walling need
different levels of skill and ability according to the nature of
the job. A farmer needs only a basic level of skill to repair a
section of damaged wall. A new wall or an ornamental
sculpture needs a higher level of skill and artisanship.
The DSWAA has conducted demonstrations of dry stone
walling at several agricultural shows in western Victoria in
recent years. These have been excellent ways of introducing
the public to the methods and skills of the craft. One
sculptural wall, built by local waller Alistair Tune, stands near
the entrance to the Colac Showgrounds.
Nurturing the particular skills associated with traditional
crafts and trades is the primary role of the International
Specialised Skills Institute (ISSI), based in Melbourne. Our
Patron, Sir James Gobbo, was an influential initiator of ISSI
and serves on its board. Among its many activities, ISSI offers
courses in dry stone walling for anyone wanting to learn the
basic techniques. Go to www.issinstitute.org.au
A new initiative by Southern Midlands Council in Tasmania
is seeking to promote and encourage heritage skills in a
creative way. In Oatlands, a charming stone village in central
Tasmania and one of the homes of active dry stone walling in
that State, the Council has established the Centre for Heritage.
It is a not-for-profit business, which aims to identify heritage
skills shortages in that State and proposes to offer training
programs and help boost Tasmania’s stock of available
tradespeople.

The Centre, in partnership with Heritage Tasmania, has
recently concluded a survey, which aims to identify skills
shortages for particular trades and to understand how people
would like to learn these skills. The survey also identified
possible tutors and presenters of courses who may wish to
share their skills and experience. Hopefully, dry stone walling
will be one of those skills. Further information is available
from the Council at heritage@southernmidlands.tas.gov.au.
This year, we propose to establish a Directory of Dry Stone
Wallers on our website. Not only will this allow members of
the public to access tradespeople who can build or repair dry
stone walls, but enable people to watch the waller at work
while their new wall takes shape, and to perhaps learn a bit
about how to build and maintain their own wall.
Dry stone walling can be carried out with only a
rudimentary understanding of the theory and logic behind the
interaction of one stone sitting on another and working in
concert with it. Anyone can do it, and for those landowners
whose properties boast examples of this traditional form of
fencing, they owe it to themselves and the future to learn and
apply these basic skills.
In October 2008, members joined Port Pirie waller Ian
Carline in repairing a damaged roadside wall in the Eden
Valley, north-east of Adelaide. This outing was featured in the
February 2009 issue of The Flag Stone and was the perfect
opportunity for members to see a true craftsman at work.
Anxious to apply the knowledge gained from watching Ian’s
deft hands, I dared to select and carefully place a throughstone while Ian was having a cuppa in the shade. My warm
sense of satisfaction with my first foray into the practical side
of the craft was shattered when Ian saw this stone, exclaimed,
‘Who the hell put that there?’ and disdainfully cast it aside.
I’ve not picked up a stone since.
Perhaps not everyone was cut out to be a dry stone waller.
Best wishes
Jim Holdsworth

Scene of the misplaced stone! Eden Valley, South Australia
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Gathering Stones...

Jim didn’t tell us he had relatives in Cumbria!

‘The Association’s vision is that dry
stone walls and dry stone structures are
widely accepted for their unique place in
the history, culture and economy of the
nation and for the legacy they represent,
that governments and the wider
community recognise the importance of
significant dry stone structures built by
indigenous peoples, European explorers,
early settlers and modern craftspeople as
valued artifacts of our national identity,
that this acceptance and recognition is
manifested by appropriate statutory
protection and landowner and
community respect and celebration, and
that the craft of dry stone walling
grows as a modern reinforcement of the
contribution that dry stone walls and
structures have made to the culture of
Australia.’

Ben Hall in front of a dry stone wall – can this be true? Ian Rufus says, ‘It is just a bit of fun. A
friend was asked about this by a young lad with a vivid imagination, and I used it to teach myself a
bit more about Photoshop. The Hall bit is from a sketch of him being apprehended. I think it is a
great laugh.’ The truth: a local farmer had 'discovered' the low stone-walled enclosure 5 km out of
Young, NSW with a view of the Tubbul Road and would like to think it was a protected space
created by/for mates of Ben Hall to keep an eye out for victims. It is 2 m x 2500 mm and some
250 mm of local stone laid with a form of mortar. No sign to date of earth floor or remnant timbers.

Rob Wuchatsch, ever the source of interesting information, found this ad calling for stone wallers in
an old local newspaper, the Hampden Guardian, while carrying out some research

Contributions for

The Flag Stone
invited
Pictures of unusual walls/damaged walls
Dry stone wall-related literature
Any item of interest to members of
DSWAA
News from overseas
Deadline for the May 2011 issue is
14 April 2011
All material to: chabrent@bigpond.net.au
Obviously built by an enthusiastic amateur, this Scoullers Road wall at Stonyford,
Victoria, was intended to keep cattle in or out and not to stop rabbits
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Tasmania: Woodsdale wall completed
By Eleanor Bjorksten, DSWAA member

Here are two photos of the next stage of the Woodsdale, Tasmania, dry stone wall (first stage described in issue No. 19, May 2010, of The Flag Stone) built by the locals
with the help of Shirley Fish. Behind the wall in the top photo can be seen the old school building, now the Woodsdale Museum, and in the bottom photo, the new Men's
Shed where a display of local shearing is housed. Woodsdale is a scattered community of small farms in little valleys with timbered slopes behind, all looking rather
pioneerish. Not many old dry stone walls exist in the area but beautiful stones are available on the hills.
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Tasmania: ‘Bowsden’, Jericho
By Eleanor Bjorksten, DSWAA member
Steff Burbury has built and rebuilt several walls at her home
‘Bowsden’ on the Heritage Highway near Jericho. The
property provides plenty of raw materials and Steff likes to
work fast and furiously, which has meant patches of wall have
deteriorated over time and have needed rebuilds. The photos
show one wall being repaired and extended and other small
ones in situ next to farm sheds.
Bowsden runs sheep and these walls need to be sheep-proof.
As far as I know there are no old walls on Bowsden, only the
recent ones built by Steff.
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A sense of place – three days in the land of
Wordsworth, Ruskin and Beatrix Potter
By Raelene Marshall, DSWAA member Victoria
England’s Lake District is one of the most beautiful and
unspoilt regions; a ‘landscape you can hold in your hands’ was
how one of the speakers at the 12th International Dry Stone
Walling Congress described the Cumbrian landscape.
In early September 2009, dry stone wall aficionados from all
over Europe, America and one Aussie arrived at the Cumbria
University in Ambleside for a magic three-day talkfest
thematically entitled ‘Dry Stone Walls as part of the Cultural
Landscape’. Hosted by the Dry Stone Walling Association of
Great Britain, the event was a much-anticipated opportunity
for our worldwide dry stone family to meet for its biennial
exchange of information and renewal of long-time and longdistance friendships.
Over the three-day period, delegates were delighted by the
iconic imagery and breadth of knowledge that emerged from
some 33 papers that were delivered. A microcosmic worldview
of dry stone structures and the landscapes in which they
prosper and survive. But let’s save those stories for another time.
In the grounds of the university, wallers from across
Europe joined their British counterparts to build a permanent
dry stone seat and much excitement and multilingual chatter
could be heard in the few silent moments that fell between
the sound of clanging of axes as the stones were split, cut and
chipped. The building site became the gathering place to be.
People were present wherever you looked; we delegates from
the Congress, fell walkers resplendent in their designer
walking gear, lycra-clad cyclists, locals, tourists and dogs and
their owners all watched in awe from near vantage points, as
‘street passers-by’, or lined the meandering pathways in the
university grounds.
To travel to Cumbria is to experience the awe and delight to
the senses of this internationally-valued landscape of craggy
mountains, remote valleys, open fells, rivers, lakes and a
pastoral rolling landscape of farmland and broadleaved
woodlands. Vernacular to the area are the mysteries of the
interlocking patchwork of fields enclosed by stone walls,
which snake across the high fells and hug the niches at the
bottom of the valleys.
Much of the Lake District is a designated National Park
delightfully devoid of the visual signage bombardment to
which we in Australia have been forced to become
accustomed. Stone is everywhere – in the towns and in the
countryside; used for barns, farmhouses, bridges, retaining
walls, townhouses, homesteads and paving. Built and/or
maintained under strict heritage guidelines right across
Cumbria, the abundance of stone infrastructure and styles
creates a picture postcard vista, an illusive time warp that both
pleases and challenges the senses.
Architecturally, towns and villages in the Lake District are
peppered with some of the finest examples of the Arts and
Crafts movement, an international design movement that
originated in England and flourished between 1880 and 1910,
continuing its influence up to the 1930s. Advocating truth to
materials and traditional craftsmanship, it used simple forms
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and often medieval, romantic or folk styles of decoration. The
movement also proposed economic and social reform and is
often seen as essentially anti-industrial. In the countryside,
outstanding country houses, too, typically exhibit the white
rough rendered walls with horizontal ribbon windows and
large pitched roofs that are recognised throughout the area for
their distinctive style of simplicity and originality.
Familiarity with this beautiful landscape enabled our
Congress hosts to plan a series of field trips, which enabled
us to experience the intimacy, majesty and magnitude of
some of the most finely constructed dry stone constructions
in the area. Among the tours was one led by the National
Trust around Great Langdale, an area of some 12,170 acres,
much of which is under the care of the Trust that
interestingly has jurisdiction over at least nine other farms.
Langdale has both a fascinating and chequered history and
is known to archaeologists as the source of a particular type
of Neolithic polished stone created on the slopes of the Pike
of Stickle and traded all over prehistoric Great Britain and
Europe. In those prehistoric times, the early settlers used the
high fells for summer grazing and developed a thriving
business producing stone axes from the hard volcanic rock. A
significant centre of the Lakeland slate industry, Langdale
was also known as the source of stone for Bronze Age items
such as stone wrist-guards.
Today, Langdale retains a thriving slate industry and is now
a popular destination for hikers, climbers, fell-runners and
other outdoor enthusiasts, who are attracted by the many fells
that ring the head of the valley.
By the fourteenth century, disasters had struck Langdale;
bad harvests, famine and plague and the population of the
valley declined. However, by Tudor times, the corn and wool
industries had begun to thrive; new houses were built and
tenant farmers began dividing their land among their sons.
Much to the delight of our tour guide, we all became
‘instant experts’ as we debated (and argued!) the slight
differentiations of wall construction styles and the division
of these plots of land, as tangible evidence of the
broken time frames that surrounded this activity began to
reveal themselves.
Those who are familiar with the fame of the diverse and
varied attractions of the Settle to Carlisle railway journey will
be familiar with the market town name of Settle, the
destination at the end of a 72-mile route that takes you on a
journey through the magnificent Yorkshire Dales, over the
24 arches of the Ribblehead Viaduct before plunging into the
longest tunnel on the line at Blea Moor.
So, with much anticipation on the Sunday we boarded a
coach that would take us away from Cumbria to Tom Lord’s
Lower Winskill farm set in a Yorkshire landscape so steeped
in history that the journey necessitated our changing into
smaller buses and trekking the final leg into this famous farm.
Lower Winskill’s 140 acres are simply enchanting. This is
high limestone country, glacier-scarred with thin overlying
soils and a long history of mixed sheep and upland cattle
grazing that has resulted in a grassland habitat boasting a rich
diversity of lime-loving grasses and wildflowers. Established
by the monks of Sawley Abbey in medieval times as part of
their extensive sheep pastures in the area, the farm and its
ancient field patterns that remain are segregated by a
mysterious network of dry stone walls, some of which almost
appear to defy logic.

Tom Lord is one of England’s delightful eccentrics, who is
big on his walls and obviously totally impervious to this wildly
raw and windswept landscape that we visitors, as mere
mortals, crawled along in an effort to stay in one piece.
Among the walls, Tom has identified a type that still stands in
areas with sound limestone bedrock footings that ‘could be’
more than 700 years old. A wall type that he explained has ‘a
THE FLAG STONE, ISSUE NO. 21
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Who’s Who in the DSWAA

less tapered end profile and overhanging top stones which
prevent stock jumping out, and wolves jumping in!’
Before the call of his mother's farming roots lured him
to take over at Winskill, Tom Lord was lecturing in
archaeology and history. As the story goes, Winskill was last
farmed in 1970 and had become rather run down over the
ensuing 20 years, during which time it had been leased out
for grazing.
At this point, the Lower Winskill story becomes even more
fascinating. Tom approached this new challenge with a lateralthinking range of creativity, environmental savvy, and sheer
grassroots skill and determination. In doing so, he decided to
get the place back to a traditional upland farm, while taking
great care to nurture the needs of the birds, moths,
butterflies, beetles, wild flowers, grasses, nettles and thistles –
interdependent species which all need each other to thrive.
In 1997, in return for a continuing grant under the
Government's Countryside Stewardship Scheme, Tom set
aside 25 acres of meadow and 14 of limestone pasture in an
agreement to protect the abundance of herbs and flowering
plants from mowing and grazing between spring and autumn.
The grant also provided funds for restoring dry stone field
walls and allowing free access to the property for educational
groups. To that end, Tom has spruced up an old lime-washed
barn and created an architecturally-raw visitor centre to protect
visitors from the prevailing winds, rain and snow. A most
welcome space on that Sunday in September.
According to Tom, the main use of Lower Winskill’s land
appears to have been for livestock grazing. The property is
enclosed on the east side by a massive dry stone wall, parts of
which still stand today. He believes the initial enclosed area
would have contained only a few fields and that the oldest
walled fields situated on areas where the soil is deeper could
have been ploughed and used for growing arable crops –
possibly oats. Ridges characteristic of old ploughing still survive
and stones dug up after being repeatedly scratched by iron
plough blades can still be found embedded in the ancient walls.
In every direction in the Lake District, as far as the eye can
see and beyond, the countryside is built of and with stone.
Big stones, small stones, flat stones, round stones,
whitewashed stones, rudimentary walls, beautifully crafted
walls; walls that go nowhere and walls that go somewhere,
anywhere – and touch the heart of those of us who love all
things stone – dry, wet or otherwise!
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